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ABSTRACT 

Aim: The objective of the study was to compare the impact of daily 10 min humming practice 

for one week on heart-brain coherence and attention on college students. Methodology: The 

evidence indicates that increased heart-brain coherence facilitates better emotional regulation 

and thereby increases attention. Simple humming practice was identified as a method to 

increase the heart-brain coherence. Each student was assigned randomly to an experimental 

group or control group. The experimental group (n= 15) performed 10-minutes humming 

daily for 7 days and the control group (n=15) was not asked to do anything. 10-minute 

humming was simplified Bhramari practice with total breath duration of 13 seconds based on 

short training. SDMT (Symbol Digit Modalities Test) and Heart Brain Coherence (using 

Emwave Pro Device by HeartMath Inc.) was conducted for both the groups on Day 1 and 

Day 7.  Statistical analysis was conducted using student-t test to understand the results. 

Results: For the experimental group, there was statistically significant improvement in both 

“Coherence” and “SDMT” score on Day 7 (compared to Day 1, p<.05). For control group, 

the change in both parameters was not statistically significant. Conclusions: The results 

confirm that a short duration humming practice just for one week can increase the heart-brain 

coherence and Heart Rate Variability and has a significant impact on increasing attention 

amongst the college students.  These findings can be leveraged to facilitate better 

concentration and potentially increased performance for college students.   
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Key Messages: Simple humming increases Heart Rate Variability (HRV). Increased HRV 

influences emotional regulation, reduces stress and increases attention and focus.  This study 

demonstrated that compared to the control group (which did not do any humming), the 

experimental group (practiced 10 mins humming daily for 7 days) demonstrated increased 

HRV and a statistical increase in SDMT scores. 
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ue to the increasing prevalence of cell phone usage and a general increase in screen 

time, there is a marked decrease in the attention span, especially in young adults and 

studentsi ii. It gets challenging for students to concentrate for longer durations of 

time as there are consecutive lectures held for around an hour each and this leads to mental 

exhaustion. Studies have shown that guided breathing, exercising help in increasing focus 

and cognition through changes in beat-to-beat variations in the heart’s signals (Heart Rate 

Variability-HRV)iii. The increase in HRV, influenced by coherence between heart and the 

brain signals, balances the nervous system and increases emotional regulationiv.   

 

Studies have shown that increased HRV (using techniques such as slow breathing or HRV 

biofeedback, chanting or meditation) is linked to better cognitive function (attention & 

focus)v vi  vii. This study explored if regular practice of humming (slow breathing, i.e. slow 

inhalation followed by longer exhalation while making a humming sound during exhalation) 

could increase HRV and thereby increase the focus and attention.  This was based on a small 

experiment when we found that humming generates significant increase in heart’s 

oscillations (HRV) and hence it was used as a technique to increase the HRV.  

 

Heart Rate Variability 

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) refers to the successive interval between two heart beats (also 

known as NN or RR intervals). It is indicative of the sympathetic and parasympathetic 

activity of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS). High HRV is seen as a sign of lower 

anxiety levels and better emotional regulation.viii Low HRV represents prevalence of higher 

sympathetic ANS activity and high HRV indicates higher parasympathetic activity  ix x xi. 

Decreased HRV indicates an imbalance in the ANS which helps serve as a non-invasive 

indicator of Cardio Metabolic Diseases (CMDs) xii  xiii . Research shows that HRV is 

significantly associated with the blood flow in the ventromedial prefrontal region of the 

brain and the Amygdala.xiv In both young and old adults higher HRV was associated with 

medial prefrontal cortex and amygdala connectivityxv xvi. The Prefrontal cortex is said to be 
related to higher attention and emotion regulationxvii xviii xix xx. 

 

As discussed earlier, previous studies have demonstrated that chanting and HRV 

biofeedback increase attentionxxi xxii. However, the research in the area explored longer 

duration sessions (beyond 15 minutes) and over several weeks.  This study explored if a 

short daily practice (10 minutes) for just one week can influence HRV and increase attention 

and focus. Moreover, the process of making humming sound has broader implications and 

does not involve any religious mantra and could have a much broader acceptance, especially 

amongst the students.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

Participants and Design 

The study was conducted at an educational institute and the undergraduate students were 

recruited to participate in a week-long study.  The participants were randomly divided into 

two groups (experimental & control) without informing them about the other group.  The 

written consent was taken from them to be a part of this study. The students on any regular 

medication or with chronic disease or recent surgery were excluded from the study. The 

average age of the subjects in the experimental group was 20.33 and the standard deviation 

was ±1.11, for the control group the average age was 20.47 and the standard deviation was 

±0.99. There were 6 males and 9 females in the control group and 5 males and 10 females in 

the experimental group. 

D 
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Protocol  

 
Figure 1.1: The study design of the experimental group 

 

 
Figure 1.2 The study design of the control group 

 

The protocol is shown in Figure 1.1 and 1.2. Each student was randomly assigned to either 

the experimental group or the control group.  For both the groups the experiment was done 

only with one student at a time.  The experiment was conducted in an air-conditioned room 

where the temperature was maintained at 25 degree centigrade.  The measurements were 

conducted between 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM and the participant did not consume any tea or 

coffee two hours before the measurements. 

 

Measurement tools 

The symbol-digit modalities test (SDMT) is a symbol substitution neuropsychological test 

that examines a person’s attention, concentration and speed of processing.xxiii xxiv SDMT test 
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scores do not vary much by age, education, gender and income groupings in healthy 

individualsxxv.  Hence, for this study, the written version of the SDMT test was used to 

measure attention and focus (concentration, speed of processing) for college students.  The 

intermediate measure, HRV, was used based on the data provided by Emwave Pro 

(Achievement and Coherence parameters).  These two parameters based on the output of the 

Emwave Pro and have been used in several studies as measures of HRVxxvi xxvii xxviii.  

 

The experimental group (Humming) 

This group practiced 10 mins humming daily for one week (n=15). As shown in figure 1.1 

after measuring the subject’s attention, focus and HRV on Day 1, they were requested to 

practice simple humming for 10 mins daily for one week.  Every day they would practise the 

humming for 5 minutes in the morning and 5 minutes in the night at the same time every 

day. After one week, the attention, focus and HRV measurements were repeated.  Attention 

and focus was measured using Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT) and HRV was 

measured using two parameters from Emwave Pro devicexxix (Achievement and Coherence).  

Breathe android applicationxxx (made by Jatra, Inc) was used to ensure consistency for each 

participant. Day 1 and Day 7 measurements for HRV were conducted while the students 

perform a slow guided breathing exercise of 10 seconds long breath for 5 minutes followed 

by 13 seconds long simple humming for 5 minutes with the help of the “Breathe” mobile 

application. HRV was measured using Emwave Pro device (Heartmath, Inc) and Coherence 

and Achievement parameters from the software were noted into an Excel 

documentxxxi.Students were asked to practise this simple humming for 5 minutes each in the 

morning and evening for 7 days. On the last day they were again tested for attention and 

focus using the SDMT and then they were again asked to perform the breathing exercise and 

simple humming while their Heart Brain coherence was measured.  

 

The control group 

As shown in figure 1.2 the control group was not introduced to any humming practice and 
were not aware of the activities performed by the experimental group. This group was also 

tested for attention and focus using the SDMT and their Heart Brain Coherence and 

Achievement was measured for 5-minute paced breathing of 10 seconds on the first and 

seventh day. They were not asked to do any specific activity for those 7 days. 

 

Data Analysis 

Each group’s data was tabulated in an Excel document with scores of SDMT and Coherence 

and Achievement numbers from Emwave Pro device.  Summary of the data showing mean 

and standard deviation for each group is shown in Table 1.  Statistical analysis for Student’s 

T-Test was conducted using Excel feature and p-value is also highlighted in the table.  

 

The SDMT is a test in which the subject substitutes the digit corresponding to a symbol and 

they are scored on the number of correct substitutions done in a minute. It measures 

cognitive performance namely attention, focus, short term memory.xxxii xxxiiiThe change in 

the SDMT scores was analysed and Student’s T-Test was used to check for validity of the 

data. 

 

RESULTS 

The results confirmed a statistically significant improvement in SDMT Score in the 

Experiment group (n=15) after daily humming practice of 10 minutes duration for one week 

based on Student’s T-Test with a p-value  of 0.00 (<0.05). However, for control group 
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(n=15) there no significant change in the SDMT score (p-value=0.4, >0.05). Table 1.1 

captures the SDMT scores of both groups before and after the intervention.  

 

Table 1.1 Change in SDMT scores for both groups and their standard deviation  
Mean SD 

 

SDMT Score Before After Before After p-Value 

Experiment 

Group* 

52.00 58.80 10.04 11.50 0.00 

Control Group 57.73 57.40 8.76 8.25 0.40 

 

For control group, the paced breathing achievement and coherence scores did not have any 

statistically significant changes (p-value=0.33 and 0.24 respective).  Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the HRV for this group did not change significantly during the week and this 

could have resulted in no change in their SDMT scores (Table 1.2).  It is important to add 

here that the experimental design ensured the control group did not do any humming or any 

other paced breathing activity during the week since that could have increased their HRV 

and influenced the SDMT score. 

 

Table 1.2 Change in HRV parameters for the control group   
Mean SD 

 

Measure Activity Before After Before After p-Value 

Control Group - 

Achievement 

Humming NA NA NA NA NA 

Control Group - 

Achievement 

Paced 

Breathing 

190.67 181.27 76.53 67.24 0.33 

Control Group - 

Coherence 

Humming NA NA NA NA NA 

Control Group - 

Coherence 

Paced 

Breathing 

3.35 3.08 1.33 1.20 0.24 

 

For experiment group, the achievement score increased for both the humming and paced 

breathing activities in a statistically significant manner (p=0.04 and 0.05 respectively, Table 

1.3).  Coherence for humming (the activity they performed for one week) increased in a 
statistically significant manner (p=0.04) for the experiment group, however the breathing 

coherence score showed an increase but it was not statistically significant (p=0.11) 

 

Table 1.3 Change in HRV parameters for the experimental group 

    Mean SD   

Measure Activity Before After Before After p-Value 

Experimental Group - 

Achievement* 

Humming 
  199.47    234.87       96.56       70.16         0.04  

Experimental Group - 

Achievement* 

Paced 

Breathing     145.71    178.50       94.10    107.89         0.05  

Experimental Group - 

Coherence 

Paced 

Breathing          2.72         3.18         1.53         1.83         0.11  

Experimental Group - 

Coherence* 

Humming 
       3.47         4.09         1.67         1.25         0.04  
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The results indicate that the prescribed daily humming may have contributed to the increase 

of humming scores for “Coherence” and “Achievement” for the experiment group.  The 

group also increased the “Achievement” score for breathing while the “Coherence” for 

breathing did not increase in a statistically significant manner.  This increase in coherence 

may have contributed to increased cognition (attention) as demonstrated by the increase in 

the SDMT scores. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The study has demonstrated that a short practice of 10 minutes daily for just one week could 

increase the attention and focus in the experiment group as demonstrated by increase in the 

SDMT score. This increase was clearly not observed in the control group.  The increase in 

attention and focus is consistent with earlier findings however, the unique insight from this 

study is that a short duration practice for a week also has a positive impact on cognition. A 

previous studyxxxiv in this area used Gayatri Mantra Chanting (daily 10 minutes) for 5 days. 

Another studyxxxv used biofeedback training for basketball players which had them breathe 

at their resonant frequency and showed improvement in HRV, response time, concentration 

etc. They were asked to practise for 20 minutes daily for 10 days. Compared to that, this 

study leveraged a simpler and more neutral method to increase HRV in a short time by 

introducing the participants to humming. 

 

The findings can be incorporated into a routine where students can pursue this technique 

daily during college days to enhance their focus and attention. It does not require any 

external help so there is no dependence on any external device or guidance after a simple 

training is completed. The limitation is that this work requires self-discipline which may 

prevent a broad-based usage unless the individual chooses to prioritize this over other work.  

Future work in this could explore a larger sample size with different demographics (e.g. 

senior citizens, corporate employees).  Future work can involve studies that focus on 
comparison between humming and breathing. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The results confirm that a short duration humming practice just for one week to increase the 

heart-brain coherence has a significant impact on increasing the attention amongst the 

college students. The increase in coherence and cognition did not happen in the control 

group that did not pursue the humming practice. These findings can be leveraged to increase 

concentration and potentially increased performance for college students.  The future work 

in this area should explore different demographics with a larger sample size and could also 

compare humming and breathing as an intervention. 
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